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Conclusions
– Launching, acceleration, & collimation are NOT the whole jet formation story
– It appears that in at least most strong AGN jets there is a significant feature/event
in the propagation of a super-magnetosonic jet:
a quasi-stationary (re-)collimation shock (RCS)
– The RCS appears to convert the pinch-unstable flow into a stable one that continues
out to the ~100 kpc lobes
– The RCS in M87 (HST-1) appears to be responsible for the jet "break" (cf. Nakamura)

– The RCS also may play an important role in the FR I / II dichotomy
– This feature occurs on scales intermediate between black hole and lobes
• It is very far from the BH in Rg (105−6) but well within the galactic core
• However, it is very difficult to distinguish on the sky from the BH itself:
– Nearby (z ~ 0.1): < 5 mas (foreshortened blazar); 45 mas (in plane of sky)
– Far
(z ~ 1.0): ~ 1 mas (foreshortened blazar); 10 mas (in plane of sky)

– The only telescopes that can distinguish RCS activity from BH activity are:
the VLBA (>100 μas), possibly the EVN (>5000 μas), and the EHT (>20 μas)
– VLBI IS ABSOLUTELY CRUCIAL TO UNDERSTANDING JET
COLLIMATION AND FORMATION

The Fanaroff & Riley Dichotomy

Summary: Class Divisions in AGN Jets
• Two widely-held cherished beliefs (Urry & Padovani 1995)
1.

2.

Most sources that appear as BL Lacs when viewed nearly end-on and imaged
with VLBI on the parsec scale are, in fact, drawn from the same population:
Fanaroff & Riley Class I (FR I) radio sources
All sources appearing as Quasars/HERGs when viewed nearly end-on and
imaged with VLBI on the parsec scale are, in fact, drawn from the same pop.:
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• These cherished beliefs lead to a surprising conclusion
– Jets not only know early whether or not they are going to be an FR I or FR II, i.e.
within parsecs, or ≤ 105–6 Black Hole Rg, from the jet launch point,
but it turns out they also have acquired morphological and magnetic properties
that are related to their large-scale FR Class (e.g., Gabuzda 1995)
 The origin of the FR sequence lies very deep in the nucleus of the host galaxy

Where in its Travels Does a Jet Decide to be an FR I or II?

•

Bicknell (1985, 1995) identified
–
–
–

•

FR Is as transonic jets that decelerate
FR IIs as supersonic jets that continue so out to the hot spots and radio lobes
Geoff put the radius where this transition occurs at ~600 pc (galaxy “core” radius)

But, unified schemes (Urry & Padovani 95) indicate that (at low-mid redshift)
–
–
–

•

Most BL Lacs (10-100 pc scale, deprojected) = FR Is (> kpc scale)
All FSRQs
(10-100 pc scale, deprojected) = FR IIs (> kpc scale)
***So, jets know they will be an FR I or FR II < 10-100 pc from the BH*** switch off
Meier et al. (1997) suggested the “magnetic switch” mechanism
(FR I)
– Like an “Eddington limit” for magnetic fields
– Occurs in inner accretion disk at ~10-20 rH (< 10–3 pc)

•

Gopal-Krishna & Wiita (2000): the HYMOR test
–
–
–
–
–
–

HYbrid MORphology objects have one FR I jet & one FR II jet !
Such sources appear to exist for ≥ (jet travel time to the lobes) ≈ 3 x 105 yr.
Time for galactic ISM weather to alter the 2 jets should be τweather ≥ 10 τdyn = r / σV
Tsai et al.
At 10-20 rH, 10 τdyn ~ 6 wks! So, magnetic switch cannot be FR I / II process
(2013)
For τ
≥ 3 x 105 yr, we need r > 7 pc (or less).
weather

This is ~ rBondi (BH Bondi radius or BH sphere of influence)

on
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Discovery of
Recollimation Shocks near the
Bondi Radius in AGN

A Jet Collimation Primer

Uchida et al. (2000)
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Helical kink develops in jet
field and heats jet particles

But what causes the
sudden appearance of the
HST-1 knot in the flow –
300 parsecs from the BH?
This knot appears to be a
core-jet source,
ejecting
superluminal components
from HST-1 itself !

M87: The Rosetta Stone
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• Similar recollimation shock systems are seen in other
BL Lac / FR I-type sources (BL Lac, OJ 287, 3C 120, etc.) and
Quasar / FR II-type sources

Lind, Payne, dlm, &
Blandford (1989);
Komissarov (1999)
also Nakamura &
dlm (2014)

• IDEAL MHD flow of a super-magnetosonic jet, without Ohmic dissipation,
seems to be a good model for flow near FR I recollimation shocks

BL Lac: Confirmation of Quasi-Stationarity RCS
(Cohen, dlm, et al. 2014)
• BL Lac vs. M87
– Smaller black hole ( [~0.1– 0.3 vs. ~6] × 109 M)
– Pointed more toward Earth (~6° vs. 14° to line-of-sight)
– Further away (~270 vs. 15 Mpc [ang. size distance])
 RCS should be ~0.3 pc from BH or ~ 0.2 mas from core (projected)
– Of all BL Lac components, only C7 & core are stationary
– Moving components emanate from C7 (not the core), like HST-1 Cohen & the MOJAVE VLBA team (2014)
– So, we suggest that C7 is the BL Lac jet recollimation shock, just like HST-1

• The Post-RCS Jet (“current-carrying”)
– EVPA is primarily longitudinal in BL Lac (objects)  X-verse magnetic field
– Fractional polarization increases with distance from core  conical flow,
just like the jet flow beyond HST-1
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VLBA resolution = 0.1 mas !!!

• So, there are two possible sites where γ-ray emission might arise in BL Lac & M87
– The "early emission" near the Black Hole (i.e., within, say, 103 Rg)
– The strong recollimation shock (RCS) far from the BH at the Bondi radius (i.e., 105 − 6 Rg)

ALL VLBA

What Would Cause a Re-Collimation
Shock to Form far from the BH?

What Would Cause a Recollimation Shock to Form
So Far from the Black Hole? Self-Collimation
•

Self-collimation: magnetic focusing beyond the Fast Magnetosonic
Separatrix Surface (Blandford & Payne 1982; Achterberg, Blandford,
Goldreich 1983; Vlahakis et al. 2000; Polko, dlm, Markoff 2010, 2013, 2014)
– Specific model: STEADY-STATE, self-similar, axisymmetric,
relativistic MHD jets, with 3 critical points applied
• Alfven point [AS]
• modified fast point [FMSS] – the MAGNETOSONIC HORIZON
• modified slow point [SMSS]
– Requires an FMSS that produces jet focusing (height increases with radius)

SHOCK
FMSS

Polko et al. (2010,13,14)

•

However, present MHD simulations do NOT show a
focusing FMSS yet (Liska 2016)
– FMSS occurs at about the same height (Z) as the FMS
– Problem: these simulations are
Jet
NOT YET IN A STEADY STATE
– They should be run with much larger grids (e.g., 107 Rg, not 105)
and for much longer model times (factor of 10 – 100)

FMSS
AS

FMS

Disk

Liska (2016; w/Tchekhovskoy)

What Would Cause a Recollimation Shock to Form
So Far from the Black Hole? External Collimation
•

External collimation: change in ISM pressure profile at BH Bondi radius

(Asada & Nakamura 2012; Nakamura & Asada 2013)
– Jet accelerates & collimates in a decreasing BH cusp pressure gradient
– Near the Bondi radius, jet enters uniform pressure region and overcollimates

• If this is the case recollimation shock positions,
in Schwarzschild radii, should vary as M−1/2 --INDEPENDENT OF FR CLASS
• There is some evidence that they may indeed
vary in this manner

• HOWEVER, recollimation shock distances
from the core are very difficult to determine
• So, much more work is needed in this area
Nakamura (2014)

Length Scales of ≤ rB are Difficult to Discern in AGN
•

EXAMPLE: 109 M black hole
– rRCS ≈ rB ≈ 84 pc
•
•

•

Nearby (z = 0.1): 45 mas (jet in plane of sky)  < 5 mas (foreshortened in blazar)
Far (z = 1.0):
10 mas (jet in plane of sky)  ~ 1 mas (foreshortened in blazar)

*** Most Telescopes Cannot Distinguish Between BH and RCS activity in a blazar ***
–
–
–
–

•

 mas separation

Fermi LAT:
angular resolution
NuSTAR / PolSTAR (X-Calibur)
HST / JWST
ALMA ?

~ 106−7 mas
~ 104−5 mas
~ 50 – 100 mas
≥ 5 mas

Only VLBA, maybe EVN, and eventually EHT
– VLBA
– EVN ?
– EHT

~ 0.1 mas (super-resolution mode; δθ ~ [S / N]−1/2)
≤ 0.5 mas
≤ 10 μas

•

In order to identify where the source activity is occurring, particularly at γ-ray wavelengths,
*** Most Telescopes will Need to Correlate Time-Dependent Activity with VLBA or EHT
Images ***

•

** VLBI IS ABSOLUTELY CRUCIAL TO UNDERSTANDING JET COLLIMATION **

How Could an RCS
Determine the FR I / II Class?

How Could RCS Determine FR I / II Class?
Application of RESISTIVE MHD to FR II (FSRQ) Sources
• Magnetic Properties of FR II Sources Differ from FR Is
– FR II morphology can be reproduced with HD alone
(e.g. Blandford & Rees 1974; Norman et al. 1982)

Cygnus A with VLA
(Dreher et al. 1987)

– More importantly, FR II Hot Spots are weakly magnetized
(Werner, Murphy et al. 2012)
Pmag = B2 / 8π ~ 1% Pplasma
– If FR II jets are launched like FR Is, what de-magnetizes the FR II outer jets?

• Hypothesis: Very Powerful (FR II) Sources Develop Supermagnetosonic MHD Turbulence in the Recollimation Shock (dlm 2013)
– Super-MS Turbulence has a very fast magnetic field reconnection rate
(Lazarian & Vishniac 1999)
trecon / tflow ~ Mjet / Mturb2 << 1

– Resistivity reconnects and dissipates magnetic field into HEAT in RCS
– Heat generated is radiated away, leaving “cold”, super-sonic, HD jet

Conclusions
– Launching, acceleration, & collimation are NOT the whole jet formation story
– It appears that in at least most strong AGN jets there is a significant feature/event
in the propagation of a super-magnetosonic jet:
a quasi-stationary (re-)collimation shock (RCS)
– The RCS appears to convert the pinch-unstable flow into a stable one that continues
out to the ~100 kpc lobes
– The RCS in M87 (HST-1) appears to be responsible for the jet "break" (cf. Nakamura)

– The RCS also may play an important role in the FR I / II dichotomy
– This feature occurs on scales intermediate between black hole and lobes
• It is very far from the BH in Rg (105−6) but well within the galactic core
• However, it is very difficult to distinguish on the sky from the BH itself:
– Nearby (z ~ 0.1): < 5 mas (foreshortened blazar); 45 mas (in plane of sky)
– Far
(z ~ 1.0): ~ 1 mas (foreshortened blazar); 10 mas (in plane of sky)

– The only telescopes that can distinguish RCS activity from BH activity are:
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